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Introduction

• The problem: We’re not helping as good as we should

• Why? 

– Treatment packages vs active ingredients (common elements)

– Single-problem interventions when comorbidity is the rule

• Two solutions:

–Common elements

–Develop transdiagnostic interventions



Spoiler alert: My take-home message

Common elements 

+ Transdiagnostic approaches

+ Alternative experimental designs  

= A really good idea!



Common elements



What is an element?

• Aspect/part of intervention that can be studied

• Can be on a detailed level:

• Or on a more overarching level:

– Intervention + supervision

“Any aspect of an 

intervention that can be 

separated out for study”



The Detergents
The Programs



The idea isn’t that new



Our model

1. Identification of common elements

2. Development and testing

3. Dissemination and implementation



1. Identification

• Again: the idea is not new

From John Weisz (Harvard, august 2013)



1. Identification

• Systematic review

• Extraction of elements

• Assessing the evidence of the elements



2. Development and testing



MOST

• Optimization

• Conceptual model (theory of change)



How to optimize: Factorial experiments



How to optimize: Time series designs

• Use conceptual model to define proximal outcomes 
(mediators)

• Use mediators as outcomes

• Test whether components have intended effect



Conceptual model

• Distal outcome = Reduced aggression

• Elements are: 

– Praise

– Time out

• The mediators are:

– Positive interactions

–Negative interactions

• The full model:

– Praise Positive interactions Reduced aggression

– Time out Negative interactions Reduced aggression



Time series design

Praise Time out

= Positive interactions

= Negative interactions



Time series design

Time out Praise

= Positive interactions

= Negative interactions



Microtrials



Transdiagnostic
approaches



Comorbidity



Two types of transdiagnostic approaches

• Empirically supported eclecticism 

• Core dysfunction
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The p-factor
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The p-factor

• What is is?

– Experiential avoidance

– Emotion dysregulation

– Impulsive reactivity to emotion (the associative system)



Transdiagnostic interventions
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Transdiagnostic interventions
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Conclusion

• Identification and testing of common elements 

–An empirically driven strategy

–Optimization

• Identification of transdiagnostic components

–Simpler and more robust interventions

–That fit the rule, not the exception

• The best of two worlds



In other words

Common elements 

+ Transdiagnostic approaches

+ Alternative experimental designs

= A really good idea!



Thank you for your attention!

John Kjøbli

john.kjobli@r-bup.no


